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Three Classes, Three Universities

- University of Washington - Hill (COM 428)
- Northwestern - Shaw (COMST 378)
- Northeastern - Reagle (COMM 4624)

Shared course topic: Online Communities

Wikipedia one community among many

(All three professors are arguably more 
experienced Wikipedians than professors!)



Primary learning goal:
- Learn about a particular topic area covered by the 

class (Identical to the “pre-WP” version of class.)

Assessment:
- Students make contributions to WP articles in the 

particular topic area
- Graded like traditional papers

Wikipedia in Higher Ed: Classic Model



Wikipedia in Higher Ed: Our Model

Primary learning goals:
- Learn about WP as an example of online communities.
- Build practical (online) collaboration skills and 

experiences.

Primary criteria to assess WP contributions:
- Demonstrate knowledge of WP processes, norms, 

procedures
- Critical reflection on Wikipedia participation
- Apply theories & concepts from the course to explain 

WP experiences.



How This Looks Different

- Emphasis on deep engagement with Wikipedia 
(and other communities).

- Students focused on understanding and critical 
reflection on Wikipedia processes.

- Topic and content of WP articles is relatively 
unimportant (e.g., students might write about 
anything). Students are evaluated on their 
mastery of Wikipedia itself.



Example Class Concepts

Commitment (Kraut and Resnick, ch=3 pp=77-102)

- Discussion of why people feel commitment to (e.g., Guild of Copy Editors, 
Wiki Women’s Collaborative, WikiProject Military History)

- Evaluation of WP Fundraisers

Newcomers (Kraut and Resnick, ch=5)

- Comparison of The Wikipedia Adventure, “normal” welcome templates, 
WikiEd Student Tutorial

Gratitude
- Spread “wikilove” beyond class. Reflect on process and experience. 



Example of Assignments

1. Learn about Wikipedia (norms & tools).
2. Create article, peer feedback, revision.
3. Write up reflection essay on experience



Related Class Exercises

● visits from local wikipedians
● visiting University archives
● creating wikiHow articles
● participating in Citizen Science projects.
● teamwork activities



Approaches

Class 
Size

Topic 
Selection

Group
Individual
Projects

UW 35 Totally open Individual

Northwestern 41 Totally open Group

Northeastern #1 19 University 
archives/

Individual w/ 
feedback

Northeastern #2 20 University 
archives/ 
open

Individual w/ 
Feedback



Results



Example Article





Challenges



Shortcomings in Current Material 

Traditional introductions (e.g., Wiki Ed tutorials) 
focus on writing good articles and spend much 
less time on interacting with community. 
- Most tutorials don’t emphasize interaction with others.
- Creating space for interaction is difficult in 10-12 

week course.

e.g., One student aimed to create an article for 
a topic (clearly notable given recent events) 
that had been “salted” years previously.



Students Ran Into More Problems 
Than In Other Classes

- Students were overwhelmed by rules, norms, etc.
- Onboarding processes were extremely heavy 

compared to other communities.
- Feedback at all was rare.
- Nearly all feedback was coarse and negative. e.g., 

several new articles were nominated for deletion.
- Asking for help was often counterproductive:

- Asking for help on #wikipedia-help led to AfDs of 
material from students, classmates, instructor!



Self-Selected Topics

1. Students struggled to select topics 
2. Open topic selection led to many content 

related challenges:
- NPOV when users choose topics they care about
- Notability issues

Of course, this is much better training for what 
“real” Wikipedia work consists of, it reflects a 
major challenge.



Student Reflections



Student’s General Impressions

- Students felt empowered and inspired!
- Students enjoyed the practical skill and 

knowledge of Wikipedia
- Open topic selection allowed students to 

connect directly to their course work in ways 
that motivated learning
- e.g., A Gambian student wrote a biography of the 

most notable Gambian traditional musician
- A typically less motivated student was able to create 

a fantastic requested article on a American sports 
related topic.



Student quote (Northwestern)

    ``What I enjoyed most about the Wikipedia assignment 
was that as a group, we contributed content to one of 
the most widely used sites around the world…
While we in the class had an incentive to contribute to 
Wikipedia, eventually we performed tasks that weren’t 
necessarily part of our assignment; partially because we 
wanted Wikipedia readers to utilize the work that we helped 
create...
As I mentioned before, joining as a part of the class 
made the experience easier overall, but had I done it on 
my own I would have been had a very different 
experience.''



Things We Would Change

- Scaling up?
- Ideally, yes. But only with experienced Wikipedians 

as instructors and TAs
- “Become a Wikipedian” MOOC?

- Middle ground in topic selection?
- e.g., select article from list of requested articles

- Sharing reflections on Wikipedia as a course 
requirement?
- Yes!



Thanks!

Benjamin Mako Hill <makohill@uw.edu>
Aaron Shaw <aaronshaw@northwestern.edu>

Joseph Reagle <joseph@reagle.org>
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